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WonderVision: A Leap of Faith

In this interview, Prof Lim Lee Yong (Class of ’85) shares her sweet successes and bitter
setbacks during the last three decades of her careers, where she, as a researcher and
lecturer, repeatedly took leaps of faith to explore wholly foreign environment.

Read More
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NUS e-Open House 2021

This is the second year running of the
Open House virtually. The event went
smoothly via Zoom where speakers
engaged the prospective students to
understand our undergraduate
programmes better. Read on to find out
the activities that happened. 

Read More

PECT is expanding! 

Students in the Bachelor of Pharmacy
(Hons) programme can look forward to an
expanded PECT in their undergraduate
studies. The Department held its inaugural
workshop on 26 February 2021, gathering
senior leaders, managers, and student
representatives from the pharmacy
community to discuss future plans.

Read More

Inspiring the Next Generation -
NUSPS Beyond

As part of the NUSPS Beyond Webinar
series, alumni from various industries
shared their career journeys with NUS
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Science
undergraduates, and provided insights
and advice about the ever-changing
healthcare landscape.

Read More

Lifelong Learning with NUS
Pharmacy 

The modular course application for Aug
2021 intake opens on 28 Apr 2021 and
ends on 06 Jun 2021. Read on to check
out the suite of modular courses we offer
for adult learners.

Read More
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 Read More   Read More   Read More 

All past, present and upcoming alumni features can now be accessed here. Nuggets of wisdom,

exploring unchartered paths, inspiring stories about #PassionPridePurpose and more! Click on to

read them all!

 UPCOMING EVENT

 11 - 15 May 2021  College of Humanities and Sciences (CHS) Open House 2021

 2 - 4 June 2021  NUS 10th Foundation of Clinical Diabetes Management
Certification Programme

10 July 2021  One-Day Course on Pharmacogenomics
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If you like to suggest a story or be featured, write to us at phabox12@nus.edu.sg.
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Follow us @nuspharmacydept on Facebook and Instagram for details on upcoming events.
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